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EDITOR’S RANT

As someone that lived quite a few years in pubs (albeit before I
had a say in the matter) it reaches a certain place in me to see pub
accommodation increasingly coming back into vogue.
Most Australians will have some memory of the kind of place I knew
as a toddler; unadorned rooms with communal amenities, linked by
narrow corridors lined with threadbare carpet leading to steel railing
staircases at the rear, passing the kitchen’s back entrance, to a mangy
carpark.
These no-nonsense facilities were the product of a different time,
when drinking was hard and unabashed, and a dutiful public house
was mandated to have a place for guests to sleep it off.
But often central to what helps a successful pub survive is its physical
location, perhaps positioned for workforces or transport in the
precinct. Such a location is unsurprisingly also frequently suited to
transients or short-term locals in need of temporary lodgings.
In an era when the accommodation market is polluted by backyard
guest houses (and transport by would-be professional drivers), and
multi-nationals work to outbid each other for the big-budget luxury
traveller market, a lucrative middle-class has been refined in the 2- to
4-star market. Squarely in the domain of the pub.
This is certainly no revelation. But in light of more and more recent
successes, we took the opportunity this month to check out the state
of play in pub rooms.

In breaking news – the world’s largest brewer, European-based AB
InBev, is set to sell what was Australia’s big brewer, Carlton & United
Beverages (CUB), to Japanese giant Asahi.
While ABI spoke of a great future it sees in the APAC region, sale of
CUB would seem in conflict with this being a priority. Following in the
footsteps of Lion, owned by Japan’s Kirin, retailers of CUB products
in Australia may benefit from a greater relationship with a company
both based and with a clear vested interest in the Asia-Pacific region.
The $18bn deal is expected to transact in the first half of next year,
and it remains to be seen how Asahi will leverage its big new
investment, but a shake-up in Australian beer would seem inevitable.
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Where gaming technology
meets hospitality.
Australasian Gaming Expo 2019

The Australasian Gaming Expo
truly connects you. This August come
and experience the very latest in gaming
technology and discover the best in
hospitality equipment and supplies.
2019 celebrates AGE’s 30th year so you know
it’s going to be bigger than ever.

Visitor registration is now open
at www.austgamingexpo.com
13-15 August 2019
Tue-Wed 10am-5pm ,Thu 10am-3pm
ICC Sydney Darling Harbour NSW

FEATURE

MUST-SEE
AT A.G.E.
Bigger, better and more must-see than ever, Australia’s
largest gaming and hospitality expo will again have more
‘new’ not seen anywhere else.
2019 marks another milestone for the Australasian Gaming
Expo (AGE), and event organiser, the Gaming Technologies
Association (GTA), continues its quest to offer the latest and
greatest and unique appeal not seen anywhere else.
AGE 2019 will again take place at the Sydney International
Convention Centre (ICC), from Tuesday 13 to Thursday 15
August.
The seminar program that has spawned and grown since
moving into the new ICC will be back and bigger this edition,
offering insight into topics such as customer expectations,
and sustainability and the bottom line. Day three will bring
PubTIC’s own contribution, this year based in the evolution of
6 | July 2019 PubTIC

the renovation cycle in a competitive hospitality environment.
Offering perspective on its continued role in Australian society,
the 2018 AGE saw a seven per cent increase in visitors (8,638)
over the prior year, which was already a record year. Guests
arrived from 26 countries to see the 237 exhibitors and
everything hospitality, under one roof.
The GTA continues to push the boundaries of visitor (and
exhibitor) expectation, necessitating innovation, building on
success by experience. As always, there is a trip for two people
to G2E in Las Vegas to be won each day of the Expo, but much
more will not have been seen before.

FEATURE

A Moment
WITH CHRIS MUIR
Curtain close on AGE 2018 saw the retirement of longstanding CEO Ross Ferrar, welcoming Chris Muir as the new
CEO. Muir had history in senior roles for both NSW and Federal
governments, and speaks of his enthusiasm for representing
the industry.

PubTIC: This AGE marks your first anniversary at the GTA.
What has it entailed?
Muir: Marking the end of my first year heading up GTA with
the 30th AGE is incredibly exciting. It’s also just a bit daunting.
Getting to know so many talented and energetic people in
such a vibrant industry has been fantastic. I’m sure I’ve met
more people in the last year than any other year of my life.
PubTIC: As a recent entry to the gaming sector, how do you
see its role in business and the community?
Muir: Gaming is an industry that helps support tens of
thousands of jobs, with all the wages and taxes that go with
those jobs. it’s an industry that’s always innovating and one in
which Australia is a leader. Australians enjoy the entertainment
of gaming, and ultimately that’s what the industry is all about.
But along the way, many gaming venues provide amazing
facilities to their local communities and perhaps most
importantly, a community hub.
PubTIC: Last year saw a Federal Court decision (Guy v
Aristocrat & Crown), now two GTA members are in dispute
over design theft. How do you see your background working
with government will assist your role now?
Muir: GTA’s members operate in a highly regulated industry,
and properly so. With six states, two territories and a national
government, there’s a lot of regulatory activity GTA members
deal with on a daily basis. Governments have a strong
focus on probity and proper process, as well as seeking
good outcomes. Having worked both in the public service
and executive government, I’ve lived this focus from the
government side.
PubTIC: What would you say are the key elements that keep
the AGE relevant?
Muir: Under Ross Ferrar’s leadership the AGE went from
strength to strength. The fact AGE is still as big and as
electrifying for the 30th show is a testament to Ross and all
the amazing people who work on it, but most importantly the

exhibitors. More than a dozen exhibitors have been exhibiting
for all 30 years. It’s the place where the industry meets, where
all the latest and greatest in hospitality and gaming are always
on show.

PubTIC: Are there new elements or initiatives taking place this
year?
Muir: The AGE always has the latest in gaming, and this
year will be no different. But it is also about everything that
goes into running a venue, from fit-outs to food and venue
management to video screens. We’re continuing to build on
the seminar program, growing the whole experience. For
anyone who hasn’t tried out the seminars, I’d really encourage
them to look through the program.
PubTIC: 2018 set another new attendance record. How is the
GTA attempting to continue the trend?
Muir: The real heroes of the AGE are the exhibitors. It’s their
innovation, their amazing stands and their energy that brings
in the crowds. Visitors know that they’ll find everything they
need for their venue. They’ll probably find something new
and exciting they didn’t know they needed. By keeping up the
quality of the exhibitors, we’re confident the AGE will continue
to deliver the visitors a must-see experience.
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Big Players

And at the AGE hoteliers can see two new game series
bolstering the early releases: the fast-paced Quick 6 family of
games, with title Good Catch approved, and new concept Hot
Hot Jackpots, being launched this year with titles Golden India
City and Silver Stallion.

STAND 190

Scientific Games (SG) is one of those companies that has
been at AGE since the very beginning, albeit under different
company names, but with the same goal to service Australia’s
gaming market.
SG brings perspective as a supplier to diverse sectors around
the world, creating digital gaming and sports products for
hotels, clubs and casinos. The company reports its 2019 lineup is the “most comprehensive product offering available”,
with hotel interests based around the new DualosX cabinet,
launched earlier this year.
DualosX features large high-definition screens, a
faster processor for enhanced gameplay, and an
LCD iDeck combining dynamic full colour display with
mechanical play buttons.
The first two titles – MONOPOLY Hotel Tycoon and King of
Babylon – introduced players to the new product features
through familiar game styles. The recently approved Rising
Riches games further this.

SG’s must-see at the AGE, is its “focus on providing products
that will help grow, develop and improve” the gaming
businesses of publicans.  
“We are committed to bringing innovative and exciting games
to players that make use of the big screens and create a
superior entertainment experience,” says Senior Vice President
Adrian Halpenny of the new cabinet and line-up.
“They are all part of our strategy to introduce several
new game series that offer greater diversity to hotel players.”

STAND 590

IGT (International Game Technology) – the world’s leading
end-to-end gaming company – aims to deliver for pubs, with
new game play styles and more player entertainment, to
promote growth.
“The hotel sector needs more diversity for players and
operators,” says Nigel Turner, head of marketing.
“Our Legends will ensure all player types are covered, with six
classic games and a new jackpot twist.”
The Multistar Legends is six games, including some hotel
classics – but with a new twist: a jackpot where two-game
groups share a special progressive (initially NSW only).

Multistar Super 3G, recently released, is three games in one,
with no jackpot liability. It heralds the return of classic IGT
hotel poker game Wild Card II.
Cleopatra Rising is an evolution of IGT’s Waterfall play, with
multi-denoms, jackpots and a scalable bonus prize. Bubble
Blast is an SAP version of IGT’s strong-performing link, with
“big bubble action”.
IGT reports it is in development of more hotel games for
release in the next 12 months, expected to bring some exciting
new concepts, atop its must-see offerings this year.
“There’s more products on show at AGE 2019, and IGT looks
forward to welcoming customers on the stand to experience
our latest offerings and enjoy our hospitality.”
8 | July 2019 PubTIC

Committed to better.

People.

Product.

Performance.

SG Gaming is proud to have been an exhibitor at the Australasian Gaming
Expo for the past 30 years. Every year we have strived to put our best
products on display and create the best experiences for our customers.
From our Vidco heritage to our current day SG Gaming, one thing remains
the same, our commitment to being better.
We look forward to seeing you at this year’s event at Stand 190.

SG Gaming
Committed to better.

FEATURE
Guests that book and attend any product demonstration or
expert chat at the Expo will have the chance to win one of
three $500 EFTPOS prepaid gift cards. (Ts & Cs apply).
Its three-day AGE 2019 is kicking off with the MAX Big Picture
Breakfast before commencement of day one, featuring senior
leaders and keynote speaker Todd Sampson.
The company says the AGE will be a key opportunity to
introduce a lot of hoteliers to its suite.
“We’re excited to showcase the coming together of Australia’s
leading gaming services providers, under the name MAX, to
provide a comprehensive suite of end-to-end products and
solutions that assist our customers to operate and achieve
success effectively, efficiently and sustainably.”

Popular Demand
STAND 514
Each year at the Expo visitors vote on stands, to produce
winner of the ‘People’s Choice’ award. In 2018 this was
Hennessy Hand-Crafted Coffee.
The company says 2019 will be a chance to showcase what’s
new in coffee service in licensed premises. As well as bar and
gaming room systems, on display will be the new mobile
equipment for function rooms.
An animated John Hennessy told PubTIC what was in store
for hotels this year.
“We’ve got a brand-new machine out of Europe called Tutto.
This is unbelievable; an all-in-one machine that’s easy for staff
to use, with coffee grinder incorporated. It’s perfect for backof-bar service and gaming.

STAND 210

Furthering its launch in Brisbane in March, Tabcorp’s MAX is
gearing up for maximum exposure on its range of products
and systems to help optimise hotel businesses performance.
The new identity brings together Tabcorp’s MAX, eBET,
Tabcorp Gaming Solutions and Tabcorp Field Services
businesses under a single brand – MAX.
Located at stand #210, MAX is offering personal product
demonstrations and one-on-one chats with specialists on
topics such as gaming performance, data and insights, venue
design, knowing your customer and marketing trends.
10 | July 2019 PubTIC

“And the new café racer from San Merino. Expresso machine
on display. Relevant for pubs.
“But the big one is our new beverage dispense centre for VIP
gaming areas, which incorporates soup, chai lattes, French
vanilla, hot chocolate … all in one drink service. It’s wicked
man! Chicken soup, which can be serviced with a bread roll,
for evening meal service.
“Another big thing for us this year is showcasing our education
capabilities as a company; the importance of staff training in
providing a beverage to the sophisticated coffee consumer.”
Joining John at the stand will be Hennessy chief trainer JJ
Wallace, explaining education options. Complementing this,
a collaboration with SHOTT Beverages in licensed venues will
bring ‘cocktail hour’ in the afternoons, showcasing the new
range of shot mixes.

FEATURE
“Pubs want to see this product,” suggests Hennessy. “It allows
you to make alcoholic and non-alcoholic cocktail beverages.”

Survey Says
Investment giant JP Morgan is currently conducting its latest
analysis of the gaming market, in Australia and North America.
Its 2018 survey results found insights for Australian operators.
The 9th annual survey considered manufacturers Aristocrat,
Scientific Games, IGT, Konami, Ainsworth, and “other”.
This was the second such survey on the Australian EGM
market, finding “positive trends” in increasing customer spend,
and willingness by venues to purchase more machines.
•

29 per cent of participants intend to grow spend on
replacements; 65 per cent will maintain spend; 7 per
cent aim to reduce budget for replacement machines

•

26 per cent of operators expect to increase spend
on conversions, while 74 per cent expect their
conversion expenditure to remain flat

•

74 per cent of participants estimate spend per
customer has increased by 5+ per cent (compared to
previous year); no participants estimated a decline in
customer spend

The report concludes “Aristocrat is well-positioned for growth”,
with 81 per cent of participants saying the company is the
currently the top-performing manufacturer.
Scientific Games ranked second in performance and share
gain metrics, and is the preferred online provider. IGT ranked
third in performance, but remains market leader and top pick
for a greenfield floor.
Bottom ranked Konami and Ainsworth face pressure from
niche manufacturers as casinos further pursue floor diversity
to maintain appeal.
For 2019, JPM concludes “increased spend per customer on
EGMs has likely driven an increase in casino and pub spend on
replacements and conversions”.
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Upstairs
Downstairs

Have you been thinking about getting into the pub
accommodation game? With the rise of websites like
Stayz and AirBnb, and specialist software programs like
Little Hotelier, it’s getting easier than ever to manage an
accommodation business. But is it worth it?
Emma Castle checks out.
12 | July 2019 PubTIC
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Building code dilemmas
Most pubs are still called hotels because of an old liquor law
that required public houses to provide accommodation.
Subsequently, most pubs that were built before the late 1980s
have rooms upstairs.
So it should be easy to reinstate those rooms, right? Not so,
says Interior architect Paul Kelly from Paul Kelly Designs.
“The biggest hurdle for accommodation rooms is fire
compliance. With old pubs, it’s sometimes harder than it
seems because they are not up to building code.

become financially and practically viable, once you get to that
number.”
One of the pubs Kelly has seen do a good job of reinstating
rooms is The CH in Tamworth. Formerly named The
Courthouse Hotel, The CH has been renovated to give the
whole premise a more boutique feel. It’s in a good location on
the corner of the main street (Peel St) and a major cross street
that is one of the highway routes through town (Bridge St).
He says that regional areas are where he sees the big
opportunities.
“If you have good regional pub accommodation, you have a
shot at getting contracted as an accommodation provider for
regional flight crews for carriers like QantasLink, Virgin and
Rex,” he says.

Summer for miles
One group that has turned the pub accommodation business
on its head is Summer House Group.

Paul Kelly

Co-owner and founder Adrian Somerville says that the
business started out as an accommodation provider with a
range of hostels, and only made the leap into pub ownership
when Hotel Barkley came up for sale in Melbourne.

“Expect to pay around $200K – easily – to upgrade the
floors so that they meet with fire rating codes, and to install
sprinklers and fire detection systems,” says Kelly.

“We weren’t interested in being pub accommodation initially,
but then we figured out that it [the hostel and the pub] worked
well together.

Most old pubs were set up as boarding houses, meaning that
the rooms don’t have toilets, and the lighting and ventilation
are very basic.

“We were inexperienced at running a pub, but we jumped into
and now we can see that the pub enhances the social element
of the hostel.”

If you were planning to renovate your rooms, Kelly says the
customer expectations of a pub room are typically quite low,
so there’s no point overcapitalising.

An example of this happy marriage is that hostel guests get a
free welcome drink in the pub, and some of the hostel guests
end up doing casual shifts in the pub when it gets really busy.
For example, during big events like a UFC night.

He recommends clean, ‘fit for purpose’ carpet, block-out
blinds because a lot of the guests tend to be shift workers,
double beds or the option of twin beds for workers who are
bunking together, and a TV, but not necessarily a Smart TV
‘because you want to be able to coax people downstairs’.

“It’s certainly made staffing easier,” he says.
In addition to that, Summer House Group shares the cost of
the cleaning team between the pub and the hostel, and uses
the same phone system across the whole group.

Beyond this, he believes it all comes down to the ‘star’ rating.
“For a 3-star rating, you need to provide a kettle and tea and
coffee. You don’t need to worry about irons or mini-bars. For a
4-star rating, you need in-room toilet facilities. For 5 stars, you
need 24-hour room service,” says Kelly.
In his experience, the magic number of rooms for
accommodation profitability is 40.
“That’s when things reach critical mass for a hotel. Things
like the cost of cleaning, laundry, a manned reception desk
and the ability to attract a hotel management company all
July 2019 PubTIC | 13
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Sites like Facebook and Instagram, as well as TripAdvisor, play
a role in helping potential guests research the hostels and get
a sense of the kind of experience they will have.
“We post pictures of things like our guests playing volleyball in
the morning in Cairns.
“Cairns is purely backpacker-oriented, and the pub is mostly
in-house guests, but it’s not really obviously a backpacker
venue.”
All of the hostels and pubs tailor their offering to the local
market as well as the backpacker market – ie backpackers
want cheap beer, whereas locals tend to want more expensive
craft beers.

Summer House Group now has five backpacker hostels,
located in Cairns, Brisbane, Kings Cross, Newtown and
Melbourne. Three of these – Cairns, Brisbane and Melbourne
– have pubs attached.
The group also sells tours to complete the offering for its
guests.

But one thing that all pub accommodation guests want,
according to Somerville, is free commercial-grade Wi-Fi, free
breakfast, a free drink on arrival, a good location, security
(every guest is given a large lockable locker in their room),
clean bathrooms, and “especially in Cairns during Summer” –
air-conditioning.

Somerville says, “We don’t want to give people a reason to
leave. There are lots of opportunities for cross-promotion
and we try to keep guests within the group, even when they
decide to move on. Backpackers typically migrate. They start
in Sydney or Melbourne – usually as a working holiday – and
then head north for the rest of the holiday.
“The bookings generally come in via one of the booking sites,
like booking.com. We live and die by our review score on this
site. We’re reviewed on five or six areas. Having a pub attached
to the hostel means that we score high on atmosphere, which
then generates more bookings,” says Somerville.
Once the guests have arrived, Summer House Group
encourages them to stay engaged with the business.
There are special meal deals, including free ‘family’ nights
where the pub kitchen will do a taco night or a rooftop
BBQ for the hostel guests, and there are incentives for the
managers to drive direct bookings, and loyalty cards given to
repeat guests.
The business is geared towards using an online travel agency
(OTA) to attract the booking, at a commission rate of around
15 per cent, and then capturing the heart of that guest once
they have arrived.

Suburbs of gold
Hospitality entrepreneur Ray Reilly, of Reilly Group, has proven
time and time again that his vision generally pays off.
With the refurbishment and revival of The Henson Park Hotel
and The Sydney Park Hotel, and purchase of The White
Cockatoo, all in Sydney’s Inner West, Reilly is now providing
accommodation in suburbs that didn’t have a whole lot of
competition.

They are then transitioned to a direct booking system where
they can book at any of the hostels on the East Coast of
Australia.
Somerville says, “There’s no point doing a huge SEO [search
engine optimisation] spend because of the OTA coverage. We
use those sites to bring us new leads.”
Henson Hotel
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All of the hotel’s bookings come in via OTAs or directly, a
process that is managed by a software system called Little
Hotelier.
Reilly says that since starting the accommodation business,
the group now receives up to 50 per cent of its bookings
directly, which means there’s no commission paid to a middle
man.
Pub accommodation has become “a huge part of the business”
for the Group.
“It’s a full package that you’re offering, and it’s not a waste of
space,” he says.
Sydney Park Hotel

The Henson Park Hotel has six rooms, the Sydney Park Hotel
has eight rooms, and The White Cockatoo has nineteen rooms
that collectively add well over $500K to the business’ annual
bottom line without much effort, according to Reilly.
He says that a lot of pub owners ‘wipe their hands’ of the
accommodation side of the business because they are more
gaming-driven, but he is primarily an F&B operator and the
accommodation business is highly complementary.
“Hotel guests end up hanging out in the pub,” says Reilly.
The White Cockatoo, in particular, attracts a lot of long-term
guests who stay for around three months.
“They come in short-term instead of renting.
“The White Cockatoo is the hardest to manage because of the
guest turnover, but generally, the accommodation business
runs like a dream.

The winning formula
So how do you make your pub accommodation work for
you? The winning formula seems to be to invest in the right
upgrades; but if you’re in an area that doesn’t have a lot of
competition in the budget accommodation market, nothing
too far beyond the basics.
Regional areas show a lot of potential for the creation of
a more boutique product that is ideal for value-conscious
business travellers and tourists who see the accommodation
offering as part of the destination’s appeal.
Metropolitan areas seem to trade more on long-stay guests
who would rather stay in a pub than get a rental lease, visiting
friends and relatives who are in town for an event, and tradies
and truckies who prefer the idea of staying at a pub over a
budget hotel because of the good food, cheap and clean
rooms, and televised sport and camaraderie downstairs.

“Our rooms range from $280 up to $350 a week. There’s even
one at The Henson that is $200 per week.”

Make it nice enough that your mum would stay there. And
include things like free Wi-Fi and a welcome drink to attract
good reviews.

The maintenance includes cleaning the rooms once a week
for long-term guests, as well as servicing the common areas
daily. The pub accommodation uses the same cleaning team
as the pub.

Encourage your customers to book directly with you after
the initial booking comes through one of the OTAs (Expedia,
booking.com, stayz.com, etc) and incentivise that process with
some sort of deal or loyalty scheme.

Instead of having a receptionist, guests check-in at the bar and
the hotel manager carries the bags up and gives the guests an
orientation.
Short-term guests receive a complimentary can of beer from a
local brewery, sparkling water, nuts, chocolates and toiletries,
as well as access to good kitchen and laundry facilities, and
free Wi-Fi.
Reilly says these few complimentary add-ons have resulted in
‘great reviews’.
“People are quite appreciative of what we offer.”
The hotels have remarks sheets in the rooms that receive
‘mostly good feedback’.
White Cockatoo
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ON THE JOB

When Everyone’s Asking
for Money,
Sometimes it Pays
Adam Carswell is owner-operator of devoted Bendigo
establishment the Cambrian Hotel, offering reflections
on regional realities for the modern pub.
Bet your bottom dollar that at least once a week we’ll receive
a call, email, letter or approach off the street from a charity or
sporting club seeking financial support.
Obviously we can’t accommodate everyone, and arguable
we can look after more than a few, but after several mis-steps
we’ve found a workable way to create value through our
reasonably significant sponsorships and donations.
Frankly, when we first dipped our toes into the sponsorship
waters, we had no real clue. ‘Throw some cash at a club
(the amount requested) and the place will be crawling
with teamsters, their families and friends plus match-day
opponents’, we thought.
What actually happened was, on days where our group played
a home game, the same five or ten people rocked up for a
parma and a few soft drinks, with everything done and dusted
within the hour. We could tell they didn’t want to be there, it
was more of an ‘obligation’.
After some soul searching during off-season, we came to
realise that rather than taking a casual approach, we needed
to cobble together our own version of a sponsorship model.
This included formalising what we actually expected from
any sponsorship deal, in areas such as financials, reputation,
increasing exposure, and simply introducing new people to
our venue.
Also, we had to shore up a way of recouping our initial
investment from the outset, not halfway through the season
or later (or never).

We came to the conclusion it was essential to actively engage
with the president or committee or social coordinator at
every club we sponsored. Through this we could plan events
through the season to ensure approximate revenues coming
back to us. If an organisation requested $1,500 for the year, we
might break that into three themed nights aiming to profit at
least $500. These might be a season launch, mid-season trivia
evening (or whatever), and an end-of-season celebration.
It’s then a matter of sitting down with the appropriate contact,
locking in the events and arriving at a ballpark headcount.
It’s also essential for yourself and each sponsored team’s
leaders to actively and enthusiastically engage in promotion
too, with appropriate lead times. People need a good
reason to make the effort, plus plenty of notice, and it’s your
combined task to deliver them both.
While it might take a season (or three), once you get your
model working there’s no reason you can’t take on several
more sponsorship arrangements, and see your brand spread
itself into plenty of previously uncharted areas within the local
community.
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Lessons from
The Oxford
The striking Georgian-style Oxford Scholar has reopened after two
years closed and a major overhaul, looking to new accolades in
collaboration with one of Victoria’s largest institutions. Mahony
Group principle Evan Mahony speaks with Clyde Mooney.

Image - Tom Uj
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Evan Mahony was born in Ireland in the 70s, and found
himself working in public houses from the ripe age of 13.

another Young & Jacksons. Could be an iconic pub, with that
much flow of people.”

At about 18 years he left Ireland and went to work for Forte
Group, in Gerry Robinson’s portfolio of several hundred 4- and
5-star hotels. Here he found opportunity to launch an Irish
pub for Robinson, in the 800-room Cumberland in Marble
Arch.

As it stands now, the Oxford is predominantly targeting
students, academia, and the University alumni. The upper
levels hold two function rooms and several boardrooms,
which can be opened up to create larger spaces. These are
mostly for the use of associates of RMIT, which typically has a
lot of events going on during the week.

Sometime after the successful launch, Mahony met an
Australian girl and followed her Down Under. Two decades
and a family later, he resides in Melbourne and oversees a
suite of pubs and four backpacker hostels, now including a
post-grad Oxford Scholar.

“We are also trying to get more corporate in, and day trade.
There’s plenty around. The students are only in college for 24
weeks, so it’s not much. When they’re on semester they’re
obviously working and studying, then they’re on holidays, but
don’t have a lot cash.
“Once I can get a really good base line, then the bonus will be
24 weeks when the students are in.”
Incorporated into the renovation was an upgrade into its
facilities, including a new commercial kitchen that goes
beyond the pub’s own needs.
“We helped design the kitchen. It’s massive. Bigger than some
pubs. On the second level there’s another kitchen for the
corporate stuff. We do a lot for the function rooms up there.

Evan Mahony

Making it Work
Built 1857, the Oxford Scholar is the elegant centrepiece of the
corner of Swanston and A’Beckett Streets, residing on land
owned and enveloped by RMIT (Royal Melbourne Institute
of Technology). For 26 years it was operated by Malcolm
Wulf, before closing in 2017 due to extensive disruption by
the construction of a $10.9bn rail tunnel under the city, from
Kensington to South Yarra, with a new station below Swanston
St.
Mahony looked at the Oxford Scholar before it closed, and
subsequently came to an agreement with RMIT for a new
leasehold operation. Together they invested a lot of capital
into a lavish renovation, designed by March Studio.

“We do all the catering for the Capital theatre as well. RMIT
own that too. They spent about $22m on it. There’s a little
kitchen there, but we mainly cater out of the Oxford kitchen.
They asked me if I wanted to take it on, I said we’d give it a go.
It works in conjunction with the lease.
“We’ve got a really good team, good workers. A lot of key staff
came from Epicure; my operations manager for the Oxford
and Capital theatre, we took one of their head chefs, and one
of the sales people.”
Another factor built in by RMIT is a discount of 15 per cent
for students and staff, extended by Mahony to a 10 per cent
discount for geographic locals to the pub.
“We drive that through an app,” he explains. “We give them

The reimagining of the historic three-storey building has
included the creation of new bars, multiple dining and event
spaces and a plant-filled courtyard, and the two upper levels
transformed.
Works on the rail tunnel are expected to take another several
years, but partnering with the University has Mahony Group
learning the values of collaboration at the Scholar.
“Once that tunnel is finished and it gets pedestrians, and
Council has promised me outdoor seating there, and the dust
is gone, you’ll have a major new train station going on the
corner, which will bring a lot more traffic to Swanson Street,”
says Mahony.
“I picture in five or ten years’ time if it goes well it could be
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FEATURE
specials and push notifications through the app, and have a
birthday club. It’s just a tool we can use that works pretty well.
“I use it at another pub I have in Windsor, the Windsor
Alehouse. It’s very powerful. If I can get 10-20,000 students on
the app, it’s a big database. You can sell the home page to a
brewery or whoever wants it.
“We always try to be creative. You have to be creative in this
business, it’s a tough market at the moment. People just aren’t
drinking like they used to, particularly students.
“You’ve got a quarter of the year where they’re basically
advertising not to drink; Oksober, Dry July, Feb Fast … quarter
of the year gone. We see a 10-15 per cent drop when these
things happen. Everybody’s health conscious. It’s like tobacco
was ten years ago. They’ve all stopped drinking. They’re
obviously popping something else … alcohol’s expensive. This
is the biggest problem we have in this country.
“With the pub scene, the way I see it now and into the future,
it has to be really good food, a lot of craft beer and selection.
People will come, have maybe one or two craft beers, have a
meal, they’re gone. It’s just volume – that’s the only way you
can make money out of it.
“F&B is very hard, with your overheads and stuff. Your wages
cost is just phenomenal. The catering is a great backup. RMIT
run over $12m just in catering alone, so if we can get a small
slice of that pie – I’d like to get it all – but a small slice of it is
good.
“The vice chancellor, Martin Bean, he loves these pubs, and
retail. He’s trying to make his colleges more retail-like. It brings
more people in. That’s his philosophy. It’s all about networking
and socialising as well with your piers, keeping them all
together.”

A Class Above
As a true Irishman, Mahony has spent plenty of time on both
sides of the bar in Irish pubs, and is happy to have a business
now that is less volatile and hard work than his Guinness and
vodka dispensaries of the past.
“I used to run lots of them. I’ve done me dash. These pubs
I run now are easier. They’re family-friendly, it’s craft beer,
there’s no massive drunken escapades and stuff. It’s a lot better
market, I think.
“The Windsor Alehouse that I bought years ago, it had
accommodation upstairs. I never had accommodation before
and thought it can’t be that hard. We took that over and it
boomed. It was really busy, then we bought another one and
another one and another one.”
What began as an experiment in new revenues became one
of the backbones of the company, leveraging backpacker
reputation and custom across multiple sites. The synergies
have proven great benefit for the Group, but like all good
things, there is balance.
“It’s hard to get them down, though. That’s the problem with
backpackers, they don’t have a big dollar spend, so it’s hard to
get them to eat. Hard to compete with a box of goon.
“That market’s going through a bit of a tough time, as well. I’ve
been at it for 10 years, this is the quietest I’ve seen it. A lot of
that blame is on Airbnb. They’ve taken a lot. Brexit has affected
us a bit too, with less tourists coming over here. People just
don’t know what’s going on there. If it does happen it probably
won’t matter, it’s just the uncertainty.”
The handsome and heritage Oxford Scholar reopened its
revised business in June. The first wave of the University’s
55,000 students return to join the 7000 staff in late July,
setting the proverbial lesson in motion. The 162-year-old pub
will once again work to be the preferred destination for its
next generation of patrons.
“We’ve got a few events and the like we’re going to throw,”
says Mahony of plans to hook the student interest. “But even
sports teams … they’ve got that many sports teams down
there. They’ve got teams that play tiddlywinks, it’s just crazy.
“I’m sure it will be interesting.”
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TRENDING NEWS
ALH MAKING THE NEWS

redevelopment of the Parkway Hotel. The group submitted
plans in 2015 for a massive re-working of the site in Frenchs
Forest, near the new Northern Beaches Hospital, demolishing
the existing structure in place of a six-storey 100-room hotel/
motel, replacing the existing 11 rooms, plus a gym, spa rooms
and landscaped lawn, big new Dan Murphy’s, and over 230 car
spaces.
But Northern Beaches Council recommended to Sydney
North Planning Panel (SNPP) the plan be turned down, and
the matter went to Land & Environment Court. Last November
L&E agreed with ALH’s submissions the development was an
expansion of existing uses, and overturned the SNPP ruling.
Changes were since made to the original $41 million proposal,
including removal of the drive-through and converting the
gaming room to ‘alfresco’. Stage one is expected to begin this
year.

Speculation was rife in June that Woolworths and the
Mathiesons were poised to announce sell-off of the $3.6
billion Australian Leisure & Hospitality portfolio.
Woolworths Group (ASX: WOW) senior management and
Bruce Mathieson Jr were at the negotiating table, discussing
plans to de-couple the ‘Fresh Food People’ from the hotels
business, motivated by unfavourable public perception over
the supermarket giant being the country’s largest operator of
EGMs, across its 330 pubs.
WOW owns 75 per cent of ALH, with rich-lister Bruce
Mathieson and family owning the other 25 per cent.
Its PR problem came to a head recently with announcement
ILGA was hearing disciplinary complaints against two ALH
venues for the ongoing practice of supplying gaming patrons
with free alcohol, contrary to NSW laws.
Around 120 of ALH’s pubs are in Queensland, due to the
requirement of bottleshops being linked to a pub. Each hotel
licence can have up to four. WOW’s drinks arm, Endeavour,
counts over 500 retail liquor outlets. Its half-year report in
February cites Endeavour EBIT of $290m, down 6.4 per cent,
but still 14.1 per cent of WOW’s total earnings. The hotels
division’s $865m revenue $161m EBIT was down 1.5 per cent,
contributing 7.8 per cent of total.
WOW CEO Brad Banducci offered explanation for the hotels
division’s flagging sales – no longer giving away drinks.
“During the half we implemented a number of changes to
the way we operate to improve responsible gaming practices
including the removal of the complimentary service of alcohol
(in addition to states where previously prohibited).”
Rumours suggested the Mathiesons plan to retain their stake,
WOW will sell down to a minor share, and around two thirds
of the pub group is headed to an IPO.
The long-awaited announcement on ALH’s future
subsequently greeted the new financial year, coming in the
first week of July.
ALH will soon begin construction on its $45 million
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MERIVALE’S PLAN TO
REVIVE SYDNEY
Justin Hemmes is leading the charge to reinvigorate Sydney’s
world-class destination status.
The CBD and Kings Cross precincts that were once alive at
night with throngs of patrons have steadily faded under the
cloud of Sydney’s restrictive regulations, quashing late-night
trade and hamstringing hospitality venues.
A fresh, post-State election environment brings new
opportunity for business certainty, and the hospitality king
believes the time is right, now.
“Sydney has evolved since the lock-outs were introduced; we
have matured enormously over the past five years and our
experiences have diversified. Regulations need to reflect this,”
Hemmes told PubTIC.
Central to the broader strategy is his plan for ‘ivy 2.0’ – an
ambitious vision to ultimately redevelop the site, based on a
concept he describes as “centred around how we eat, drink,
socialise, communicate and work together in this city”.
Reinvigorating the George Street strip coincides with the
opening of its multi-million-dollar pedestrianisation, in step
with the CoS’s push for a 24-hour CBD. Ivy’s laneway concepts
will help drive activity after 6pm, “encouraging a diverse nighttime economy that echoes the 24-hour sophistication and fun
of the best places around the world,” says Hemmes.
“Hospitality venues must be at the heart of this activation,
enabling people to stay, shop and socialise in the area, which
in turn will attract talent from all around the world who want
to contribute to our economy. Our night-time CBD streets
need to be brimming with light and life.”
Estimates suggest around two-hundred venues have closed
since introduction of the ‘lockout laws’. A Deloitte Access
Economics report on Sydney’s night-time economy proposed
it is underperforming by around 37 per cent, equating to
$16bn annually.

TRENDING NEWS
IRIS AND OSCARS
BUILDING EMPIRES
Sam Arnaout’s Iris Group has snapped up another massive
Sydney pub, securing the freehold operation of ALH’s highperforming Cambridge Hotel in Fairfield for $56 million.
Still celebrating last month’s milestone acquisition of Manly’s
The Steyne, Iris continues its rapid portfolio expansion with
a deal on both the freehold and lease of the western Sydney
pub.
The Cambridge resides on a 5,847sqm site opposite Fairfield
train station, offering large public and TAB bars, bottleshop,
restaurant, and gaming room with 30 machines.
The site is under six kilometres from the top-ranking El Cortez,
currently #6 on the Liquor & Gaming rankings. It has also been
identified as a key Fairfield CBD development site, with 3:1 FSR
and potential 39-metre height limit that could see mixed-use
development of more than 23,000sqm GFA.
The Cambridge is currently
#43 on the L&G charts,
having been as high as #11
in early 2016. ALH held a
long-term lease on the
operation, with the freehold
under private ownership by
Brisbane’s prominent Ganim
family.
***
Oscars Hotels has snapped up another inner west landmark,
taking title to the freehold going concern of Parramatta Road
icon the Empire Hotel, in Annandale.
Built circa 1890 for Tooth’s & Co, the three-storey Empire,
particularly its façade, was refashioned in the twentieth
century in a more modernist, Art Deco styling, which it still
embraces.
Occupying a prominent 803sqm corner site, it comprises
public bar, bistro, lounge areas and gaming room with 16
machines, and 24 large accommodation rooms on the upper
levels. It also counts a two-level commercial office space at
the rear, currently underutilized.
The Hotel’s freehold has been the property of Sam D’agostino,
with Eric Armstrong operating the business, and the
accommodation sub-leased.

ILGA DISCIPLINARY
HEARING ON ALH &
PUBLICAN CONVICTED

ILGA announced conviction of the former Dollhouse Kings
Cross operator, and disciplinary hearing against two ALH pubs
over serious gaming breaches.
In March, the regulators handed a lifetime ban to Ulysses
Flevotomos for activities at Dollhouse, ILGA chair Philip
Crawford describing the case as one of the worst ever.

Liquor & Gaming inspectors attended the venue in September
2017, seizing CCTV footage showing in just 3.5 hours 29
instances of strippers in physical contact with patrons –
specifically breaching licence conditions.
Flevotomos was fined $10,000, deemed “not fit or proper” to
ever again hold a liquor licence, banned from associating with
a NSW licensee for 10 years, and permanently banned from
entering Dollhouse.
ALH TO FRONT HEARING
ILGA is considering a disciplinary complaint lodged by L&G,
alleging two hotels on the north coast operated by ALH
illegally gave free alcohol to gaming machine players to keep
them gambling.
Following accusations of impropriety, L&G conducted a
comprehensive investigation into ALH venues that included
inspections of over 50 NSW hotels, and focused investigation
at four. It involved: covert surveillance, “coercive interviews
of licensees, staff and other witnesses”, review of CCTV and
examination of records and systems.
In two cases there was insufficient evidence to proceed, but
disciplinary complaints were lodged on Westower Tavern and
South Tweed Tavern.
Hotels breaching gaming laws face penalties including
formal reprimands, fines up to $110,000 and suspension or
cancellation of licences.

VALE PAUL IRVIN

In June the Australian hotel industry mourned the loss of NSW
and Queensland great, Paul Irvin.
Born in Maroubra September 1927, his father died when he
was two and he was raised by his mother Cassandra, with his
brother and two sisters.
Early in life he was a pharmacist, owning pharmacies in
Sydney in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, but in the late 60s began
partnerships in Balmain’s Merton Hotel, and Paddington’s
Horseshoe Theatre.
His first major acquisition was the Pagewood Rex Hotel, in
1971, followed by the Bull n Bush, Sportsmans Hotel, and Time
& Tide. Then came expansion into country NSW, buying at
Orange, Wagga Wagga, Albury and Belmont.
In 2001 his son Joe joined the business, and in 2004 the group
expanded into Queensland, now boasting hotels in Brisbane,
Sunshine Coast, Bundaberg, Tannum Sands, Gladstone, Sarina,
Townsville and Mount Isa.
From humble beginnings, in a halfcentury Paul Michael Irvin built an
empire worth in excess of $200m,
working six-day weeks until 85 years
old.
He passed away in hospital after a
short illness, aged 91, surrounded
by wife Verna, seven children and 13
grandchildren.
A service to celebrate a life well-lived
took place 25 June.
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